
Tenant Power:
fighting back across the country



Tenants across the country are rising up to combat exploitation by their

landlords. Here in Eugene Oregon, we are facing one of the sharpest

housing crises in the nation. Housing and Neighborhood Defense (HAND) is

the first organization in Eugene to combat landlords, developers, and

property management companies as the class enemies that they are. We are

uniting and educating tenants through door to door canvassing, facilitating

meetings, coordinating mass actions, and organizing neighbors to build

tenant councils and unions to resist eviction and exploitative practices by

landlords. Capitalism is the problem dragging us workers down and we must

combat it aggressively. We will build a world where we can collectively own

and manage our homes together.

Dear Reader:

In the past year and a half, we have knocked on over 750 doors across Eugene.

Our strategies and tactics are the result of extensive research, analysis, and

practice. In this pamphlet, we wish to share with you what we have learned

from our work: we will describe common tactics employed by your landlords,

and give examples of effective ways to fight back. It is time for us — working

class tenants — to realize not only that landlords are our class enemies, but

also that through collective power and militant action we can effectively fight

back and win. This pamphlet is intended to break the fear and isolation which

keeps tenants divided, to demonstrate that if we are united we have more

power than our exploiters, and to motivate you to organize with your

neighbors. Dare to struggle, dare to win!



Working class tenants face all kinds of neglect, deception, and discrimination
from their landlords and property management companies. These are some of
the most common issues we have seen while canvassing:

Mutual Termination Agreements
In almost every eviction that HAND has been informed of, once

the tenant fights back (even in small ways such as asking for

an extension of their termination date), the landlord tries to get

them to sign a mutual termination agreement. These are

documents in which the tenant agrees to 'voluntarily' self-

evict. Just in January 2022, we heard of four new cases of

these agreements being given to tenants. These agreements

are coercive and isolating, and markedly harm your ability to

No Cause Evictions
The law is, by design, on the side of the landlords. For

example, in Oregon landlords are allowed to legally evict you

with no cause within the first year. Landlords often use this

power to quickly flip apartments, renovate, and raise the rent.

They also use this law to mask their discrimination and

retaliation against tenants.

fight your eviction. In addition, Oregon law permits landlords to legally raise

the rent between tenants to a higher amount when the termination is "mutual."

Mass Evictions
Lane County courts only hear eviction cases on specific days

each month. Landlords and property management companies

will often file many evictions on the same day. For example, at

the end of January 2022, seven out of the nine evictions filed

with the court were issued by Emerald Property Management

on the same day.

What Tenants Are Facing:

Withholding Deposits
One of the most common things we hear while talking to

tenants is "I don't expect to get my security deposit back."

Property management companies and landlords in Eugene are

notorious for withholding deposits for trivialities, and depriving

the tenant of much needed money to move, relocate, and

place their next deposit.



Rent Hikes
Rent has increased significiantly in Eugene in the past decade.

While there was a brief respite for some during the early

months of the pandemic, rent increases have been ramping up

again over the past year. Landlords shamefully raise the rent

on tenants who are struggling to make due, while

Mold Clauses
Mold is a huge problem in the Pacific Northwest; high

humidity, frequent rain, as well as poor building design and

ventilation makes mold issues common. Mold in other areas of

the country is often the landlord's responsibility, but in the

Pacific Northwest, and in Eugene in particular, mold is the

tenants responsibility. Landlords often use these clauses to
blame tenants for mold issues out of their control. Bathrooms in Eugene are

often poorly ventilated, and condensation is nearly impossible to avoid. We've

seen many cases of landlords blaming tenants for mold caused by leaks and

other water damage.

keeping housing in substandard conditions. As mentioned above, landlords

use mutual termination notices to "flip" units between tenants, raising the rent

by a larger amount than they would be able to if they issued a no-cause

eviction.

Harassment, Discrimination, Intimidation
Property managers harass and discriminate against their

tenants on a regular basis. We have talked with tenants who

were assaulted by their property manager and/or landlord;

who have been denied housing due to section-8 status,

disability, sexuality, gender identity, race, or nationality; and

who have been subject to frequent intrusive walkthroughs.

While technically illegal, these practices are extremely

common, which demonstrates that the legal system is

designed to favor these exploiters.

Landlords and other parasites of the working class are no match
for the power that we have together. Next, we will go over some
ways we've seen tenants fight back against these exploitative
practices --- both in our own organizing, and across the country.



Intimidation:

Intimidating landlords and property management companies can

take many forms; examples include demonstrating outside of their

office or home, mass emailing and calling campaigns to jam up

their personal mailboxes, etc.. 

Because of its versatility, this tactic can be used early-on, much

before eviction defense or court-packing becomes necessary.

Landlords and property management companies are paper tigers,

that is, they seem scary but intimidate them and they often back

down. 



"Posters explaining the situation were put up in the windows of the
building. One poster had a cartoon drawing of Turner, the giant blonde
landlord, trying to stomp on several small cute mariachis cowering in
fear. After a couple of events staged in front of the apartment building,
Turner still refused to meet. Eventually, the tenants and their
supporters decided to bring the issue to his own turf. He’d gotten wind
of an earlier attempt to protest in front of his home and evacuated, but
this second surprise protest caught him off guard...

A glimmer of hope came at the beginning of 2018. After over a year of
avoiding meeting his tenants in person, of threatening them with
eviction, of going through the management company instead of
directly communicating with them, Turner agreed to meet and settle.
The two parties negotiated a deal that amounted to a sort of self-
imposed rent control, with another guaranteed opportunity to meet
after a few years."

(Molly Lambert, LAndmag, 2019)



Rent Strikes:

Rent strikes are a highly organized escalation tactic, involving

mass withholding of rent. In a rent strike, a large proportion of

tenants within an apartment complex coordinate to stop paying

rent until their demands are met by their landlord. 

Rent strikes are about the exercise of our economic power over

landlords and property managers. Tenants can withhold their rent

as a concerted and strategic practice of collective action against

these class enemies. 

Successful rent strikes generally come as an escalation tactic

following milder actions such as intimidation. 



"On Avenue 64 in Highland Park, a rent strike directly inspired by the mariachi
strike’s victory has been underway since July 2018. Organizer Julian Smith-
Newman says the 2nd  Street tenants “did something that attracted a lot of
attention for others to see the possibility of actually pushing back.” He thinks
“there are victories in every one of these cases that have in one way or another
used the Mariachis as a model.” Several of the oldest tenants in the buildings
have successfully negotiated to stay in their homes without a rent increase as
the strike continues. " (LAndmag)

“The next day, we had a meeting with the tenants and we said basically if we
don’t have a majority of tenants on board with us, it’s a bad idea,” Druke says.
Tenants knocked on all 383 unit doors that afternoon; by the end of the day,
more than 50 percent were on board. As running water has returned to more
and more tenants, protestors have shifted the picket chant from “no water, no
rent,” to “no justice, no rent.” (Texas Observer)



Eviction Defense:

In Oregon, after an eviction case goes to court, and the tenant

refuses to vacate, the county sheriff is in charge of physically

removing the tenant from their home. 

Eviction defense consists of physically blocking entry to the

dwelling so that the sheriff cannot violently remove the tenant

from their home. Eviction defenses are often protracted struggles

that rely on strong organizational networks of neighbors that are

willing to show up to fight for their neighbors. Successful eviction

defenses demonstrate the overwhelming power that working

people have when we are organized. 



Union de Vecinos, LA (Late 1990's) "Using a combination of
tactics — protesting the Housing Authority, refusing to leave
their homes when told, filing a federal complaint about the plans,
and waging a war in the media — the residents were able to
delay the first wave of demolitions and guarantee a right of return
to almost all of their members at the time" (Texas Observer)

Tenants can perform eviction defense in a variety of ways.

When a landlord changes the locks to keep the tenant out,

activists will re-enter, replacing the locks and moving the

tenants' belongings back into their home. Occupation of

the dwelling, on the other hand, happens when a property

is seized and inhabited by a tenant who would otherwise

be homeless. The common theme throughout all eviction

defense tactics is the neighborhoods militant commitment

to keeping a tenant in their home.



As mentioned earlier, evictions in Lane County are often filed in

mass on the same day of the month. 

Court blocking involves physically locking down the courthouse

so that eviction hearings cannot take place. This tactic is highly

effective for stalling the eviction process, and backing-up the court

system. 

Court Blocking:

A less aggressive tactic, known as court packing, involves people

attending eviction hearings in mass and holding demonstrations

outside of the courthouse to shame and intimidate the landlord.

This puts immense pressure on the landlord and their legal

representative, demonstrating the support that the tenant has. On

the other hand, it provides support to the tenant. In short, it shows

both the tenant and the landlord that they aren't alone, and that

their neighbors are willing to escalate if necessary. 



"Since the beginning of the year, Kansas City Tenants (KCT) have carried
out vigorous campaigns to fight evictions in their community, starting off
with their ‘Zero Eviction January.’ The campaign included actions such
as chaining courthouse doors shut, flooding online eviction hearings,
and demonstrating at the homes of eviction judges. According to KCT,
the actions shut down an estimated 90 percent of eviction hearings that
month."(TOTP)

In early 2021, HAND came together in solidarity with a tenant who was
being threatened by Bell Real Estate, a property management company
with a notorious reputation in Eugene. Bell is widely known for ignoring
deteriorating units and falsely accusing tenants of nonpayment of rent.
Not only was this tenant harassed by Bell - she was also facing a wrongful
eviction case. We rallied on behalf of her twice: first at the property
management office, and then outside the courthouse on the day of her
hearing. The eviction case was dismissed at the hearing.



Combatting Development:

Aggressive development is often the first step to displacing poor

and working class tenants. Corporate development often

displaces cultural landmarks within neighborhoods, and leads to

rising rent, increased police violence, as well as higher eviction

and foreclosure rates. 

One way to defend neighborhoods is to stop development in its

tracks; tactics to do so include mass boycotts led by tenants in

the neighborhood and active blocking and dismantling of new

construction through protesting, blockading, or other means.

Campaigns against development have demonstrated that

neighborhood defense isn't isolated to individual apartment

complexes. 

We do not fight only for our immediate neighbors, but for the

neighborhood as a whole!



Now that they are shut down, we continue to uphold the boycott
against the landlords, Jordan French and  Darius Fisher (also
known as F&F), who violently demolished the Jumpolin Piñata
store in February 2015." (Defend our Hoodz tumblr)

Defend Our Hoodz is proud to announce, after three years of hard-
fought struggle, the boycott against Blue Cat Cafe is victorious
and the gentrifying, white supremacist hub is now closed for
good. A moving truck was seen removing the last of their things
yesterday, Feb. 4, 2019. We’re told that they’ve had irregular hours
for months and are no longer able to pay their rent.



In early 2021, HAND came together in solidarity with a

tenant who was being threatened by Bell Real Estate, a

property management company with a notorious

reputation in Eugene. Bell is widely known for ignoring

deteriorating units and falsely accusing tenants of

nonpayment of rent. Not only was this tenant harassed by

Bell - she was also facing a wrongful eviction case. We

rallied on behalf of Lakesha twice: first at the property

management office, and then outside the courthouse on

the day of her hearing. The eviction case was dismissed at

the hearing.

HAND was contacted by two former tenants of Premier

Property Management a few months later. While renting

from Premier, they were the targets of discrimination and

hostility, on top of unfulfilled maintenance requests and

baseless eviction notices. These tenants were fraudulently

denied their security deposit after moving out, and faced

additional charges that the landlords themselves were

responsible for. We first rallied outside the Premier leasing

office with signs and speeches. Our tactics then escalated

with a public letter addressed to Shelly Carter, the property

owner, before another surprise rally at the same location.

These class enemies were so terrified of our presence the

first time around that they changed their operating hours

and practices to avoid us. The additional charges were

ultimately dropped, and the harassment these tenants

received from Premier ended as well.



We want to hear about the issues you face with rental housing, whether it is
related to maintenance, evictions, landlord entry, police presence,
discrimination, or something else. We can help you to canvass your building
or other homes in your neighborhood, facilitate meetings with your
neighbors, and unite other tenants around the particular issues you face.

 If you would like to get involved in HAND, please reach out to us no matter
what your experience is with organizing. Whatever your skills or background
are, we want to work with you to best incorporate you into the movement.

 

eugenehand@protonmail.com

Eugene Housing and Neighborhood Defense is an organization

committed to uniting working class tenants against exploitation

by landlords, developers, and property management companies. 

We work directly with the tenants facing these issues to raise their

combative consciousness, and organize with their fellow tenants

to push back against class enemies.

Twitter:
@eug_hand

Instagram:
@eug.hand


